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I. Project Purpose
The aim of this project is to develop a series of modules/laboratory experiences that can be
integrated into different courses already present into the curricula of many Engineering
Technology programs to enhance the exposure of optical sensors-based spectroscopy for the
undergraduate students. The selected optical sensors are based on spectroscopy and they are
relatively cheap to assemble.
Experimental setups and lab manuals are developed as part of a capstone project. Students
working on the project are expected to design the systems, select materials, instrumentation,
and supply needed; in addition, students will help to develop laboratory manuals that can be
used in different courses offered by the Engineering Technology program such us thermo-fluid
mechanics course.
II. Project Accomplishments
Temperature measurements:
the funds were expended to
acquire new light sources,
optical elements such us an
optical
spectrometer
to
assemble the experimental
setup as depicted in figure 1.
In addition, a hot plate was
procured for controlling the
temperature of the laser dye.
A senior design group formed
of 5 students worked on the
material and equipment
Figure 1 Schematic of the experimental setup
selection, purchase orders
preparation,
experimental
setup assembly, and data collection and analysis for the temperature sensor-based spectroscopy.

Figure 2 experimental setup photographs: using a UV lamp (left); using a laser
(right).
Students found calibration curves of the sensor by using a thermocouple as a reference. They
compared emission spectra with the temperature read by the thermocouple to calibrate the
optical sensor. Also, students tested two different light sources: a UV lamp, and a CW laser (532
nm). Figure 2 shows are two photographs of the experimental setup.

Figure 3 Emission spectra from rhodamine 6G at different temperatures.

Figure 3 shows the emission spectra for the rhodamine 6G using a CW laser at 532nm. As figure
3 shows, the intensity of the emitted fluorescence decreased with increasing the temperature of

the dye placed in contact to the hot plate. In addition, the peak shifted toward the left side of
the spectrum.
Figure 4 shows the calibration curve. A thermocouple was used to monitor the temperature of
the hot plate, where the rhodamine 6G glass vial was placed. As figure 4 shows, the intensity of
the emitted fluorescent dye decreased as the temperature increased.
Safety was essential for these experiments: one major safety issue with this experiment would
be careful consideration when being exposed to the laser/UV lamp. The use of protective googles
were mandatory. These light sources can be harmful to the eyes or potentially the skin (if exposed
for an extended period of time). Another thing to consider would be to take caution around the
hotplate, as to avoid burn injury. Finally, the most important and seemingly most obvious safety
consideration, would be to avoid ingestion of rhodamine 6G dye.
Students presented this work at the ENGR 1030 Technological Systems (Freshmen year); in
addition, they prepared a movie of the entire experimental setup, data acquisition, and analysis
that will be posted on the Program Director’s website (available through the link below).
https://www.dropbox.com/s/yjdvqlciqcv4ygt/OpticalspecMovie-Recovered.mov?dl=0
Pressure measurements: the
experimental setup depicted
in figure 5 was used to
demonstrate students that
emission light from a special
paint can be used to measure
fluid pressure. A pressure
sensitive paint (PSP), sprayed
over an object (i.e. a wing
profile placed in a wind tunnel)
changes emission’s amplitude
when the pressure of the flow
acting on the profile changes.
The emitted light can be
collected by using lenses or
Figure 5 Pressure sensing system: schematic.
optical fibers. The system can
be calibrated by using classical
pressure measurement systems and analytical
methods (i.e. Bernoulli equation). Students
selected to test a small rocket, showed in figure
6. Figure 6 shows the design of the rocket
consisted in a drawing and the SolidWorks
model; the size was selected to accommodate
the specimen into the test section of the wind
tunnel present at the University of North Texas
without interfering with the test section walls.
Figure 7a shows the 3D printed model rocket
where pressure sensitive paint was sprayed on Figure 6 Rocket design and cad model.
the tip and on the base of the model to test the fluorescence emission first. The rocket was

mounted on a support inside the wind tunnel as showed in figure 7b. Figure 7b shows the
subsonic wind tunnel present in the Engineering Technology Department at UNT. As figure 7b
shows, a small CW laser was used during the rocket’s pressure measurements testing.

Figure 7 a) 3D printed rocket with pressure sensitive paint placed at the tip; b) rocket’s pressure
measurements in a subsonic wind tunnel.
Figure 8 shows the experimental setup that
the senior design team assembled right before
the switching to only online lecturing due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. An optical fiber was
Optical fiber
placed nearby the pressure sensitive paint
painted tip of the rocket. The fiber was
connected to the spectrometer. A small CW
laser was used to illuminate the rocket tip as
showed in figure 8. Unfortunately, students
couldn’t be able to take any meaningful data
Rocket model
for their senior design project due to the
with PSP painted
earlier school closure; this portion of the
tip
project was not presented at the senior design
day. In addition, the wavelength of the laser
Spectrometer
used was not ideal match for the paint
Light source
absorption spectrum. The team had used a
lamp with matching wavelength but decided
to test first the laser; the use of a lamp would
have required a more complex experimental
setup with the aid of optical lenses, which was
planned during the semester but interrupted
Figure 8 Experimental setup for rocket’s due to the switching to online only classes.
Safety was essential for these experiments:
pressure measurements in a wind tunnel.
use of protective googles and avoiding eye
contact and ingestion of the paint.
Overall, as part of the project, students prepared a laboratory manual for temperature
measurements sensor-based spectroscopy. Moreover, students prepared a website containing

info about the project. Video and lab manual are embedded into the website and can be
downloaded; these contain ASEE logo as acknowledgment to the sponsor’s support. The website
can be reached at https://sites.google.com/view/unt-meet-2020-sd2/home.
III. Project budget
Equipment: Ocean Optics Education kit for Science, ISSI - pressure sensitive paint, amazon
(Oxlaser) 200mW 532nm Green Laser Module with Cooling Fan, Amazon - Gloves, Vials, Syringes,
Thorlabs - Optical Fiber for a total of $2,500.
Match Amount: Program director’s time for the value of $2,500.
Total Funding Amount: $5,000.
IV. Future plans
We are preparing a journal paper to submit late August 2020 to the JET. We will use the
temperature setup in our fluid mechanics course as a laboratory experience and encourage to
use this in thermal courses related. In addition, we plan to continue performing measurements
employing the pressure sensitive paint system with the introduction of the lamp (UV emission)
for the paint excitation. Also, we plan to develop a manual for the students for future laboratory
activities.
We will seek funding from ASEE and other agencies to improve our equipment and to continue
offering students advance and meaningful hands on experience.

